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1. Introduction. A function V(ω, ω') defined on a product set Ω x Ω
with range in the ring B(H) of all bounded operators on a Hubert space
H is called positive definite provided that V(ω, ω') is a bounded operator on
H for any ω, ω' in Ω and satisfies the conditions that V(ω, ω') = V(ω', ω)* and

a) 2jVι(f * F(ω* ωfc)&) = °>
for any finite sets of ωj 6 Ω, ξ j € H (j = 1, 2, . . . , n).

Now let F(Ω) be the vector space of all finite-valued numerical
functions on Ω and F(Ω)gXfiΓ the algebraic direct product of F(Ω) and H.
Putting δωo(ω) = 1 for ω = ω0l = 0 for ωΦω0, and denoting δωo(ω)'x)f as
α>o x £ conveniently, all elements ω x ξ, ω € Ω, ξ ^ H, generate a vector
subspace of F(Ω)®//!, We shall denote this subspace as Ω077 throughout
this paper.

For a given positive definite operator-valued function F(ω, ω') we

introduce an inner product in Ω,QH such that, for any element 2^ x &

and 2ωfc x £fc>

(2) <2«υ X ?.;> 2< X &> ^ 2/,*(&, ^(ωj, ω^)f i).

It is clear that it satisfies the properties of an inner product except that

<2ω; x ζh 2 ωί x %J> = ^ implies 2ω^ x %s = ®

Let Λ7"r be the set of all expressions 2ω^ x ^^ with this condition, then the
quotient vector space (Ω,QIf)/Nv is a prehilbert space. The completion of
this space we shall call the direct product Hubert space of Ω and H with
respect to V, and denote it by ΩQvH. It is obvious that we have

(3) <ω X ξ, ωf X ξ>> = (f , V(ω, ω f ) ξ f )

for any ω, ω' € Ω and £ £' € J£ x)

Sometimes when we want to treat a positive definite operator- valued
functions, the above consideration may be useful and convenient, which we
shall show in the following for the case that Ω is a group.

1) When V(»,»') = l for ω = ω' and=0 for α>Φα/, then G®rHis isometrically
isomorphic to l2(Ω,)(g)H in the sense of Murray-von Neumann [3].
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2. Neumark-Sz. Nagy's Theorem. Let Vs be a positive definite
operator-valued function on a group G into B(Iί), that is, when we put
V(s, t) = Vs-it for each s, £<EG, F(s, £) satisfies the condition (1) for G x G and
#. Such a function Vs satisfies always the equality Vs-ι = Ff, i.e., F(s, £)
= F(£, s)*. For, since <p$(s) = (£, W-3ίr) is a positive definite function on G/

'φ^] = ̂ (5) and (Fs£, f) = (f, F5-ιa and this implies (Vsξ, η) = (f, F.-i?)
for any ξ, η ζ H. Hence V(s, t) is a positive definite operator- valued function
on G x G into B(H), and we can construct a Hubert space GQVH.

The following Theorem 1 is a generalization, due to Sz. Nagy, of a
theorem of M. A. Neumark [7] for a positive definite operator-valued func-
tion of a locally compact abelian group. 2)

THEOREM 1. Let Vs be a positive definite operator-valued function on a
group G. Then there exists a unitary representation (Us, G(χ)vIΐ)ofG such that

(4) T*UST = Vs

where T is a bounded linear transformation from H to GQvH.

PROOF. Put U's(Σsj x ξj) = Σss} x ξj, then U's is an additive operator
on GQH, and satisfies

(5)

and

Thus the subspace

^Vr = {2sj x ̂  |< 2«j x fj, 2sj x f^> = 0}
is invariant under the operation U's.

Hence the operator U's is well-defined on GQVH = (G®H)lNv and
uniquely extended to a unitary operator C7S on GQvH.

Now, if we define the linear transformation T from £Γ into G(χ)vH by

T : ? - > ^ X ?

then we have <Tξ, Tξ> = <e x ξ, e x ξ> = (ξ, Veξ)^ \\\ Ve \\\ (ξ, ξ ), which
shows the boundedness of T. Moreover, if we denote the conjugate trans-
formation of T by T*, we have for any ξ,η^H,

(T*UsTξ,η) - <UsTξ,Tη> = <Us(e xξlex η>
- <s x ξ, e x η> = (f , F5-^) - (F ,̂̂ ),

which implies Γ*C7ST = F5.

REMARK. In the case Ve = 1, # can be embedded into G®VH by
identifying ξ ^ H with £ x f € G®VH, then the transformation T can be

2) Our proof is also similar to that of Godement [2], H. Nakano [6], Ky Fan
[1], M. Nakamura and T. Turumaru [5] which are concerned with the numerical
valued positive definite functions.
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considered as the projection of G®VH onto H. This is the case which Sz.
Nagy discussed in [4].

COROLLARY. If G is a topological group and (Vs, H) is weakly continuous,
then the unitary representation (US) GQvH) of G and (VS} H) are strongly
continuous.

PROOF. Since

x ξh U8(Σt* x

the weak continuity of (Vs, H) implies the weak continuity of (Us,
Since Us (s € G) are unitary operators (Us, Gχ)vH) is always strongly
continuous. Since V, = T*tΛT by Theorem 1 and (US)G9)VH) is strongly
continuous, (V8, If) is also strongly continuous.

3. Positive definite function on a group and positive definite
linear function on the group algebra. Let G be a locally compact group,
and let Ll(G) be the group algebra of all integrable functions on G with
respect to the left invariant Haar measure with the convolution multiplication.

In order to discuss a positive definite operator-valued function on
Ll (G), we shall first define it on a *-algebra A as on the group in §2. A
linear function W* from A into B(IT) of a Hubert space H is said to be
positive definite, if W(x, y) = Wx*y is a positive definite operator- valued
function on A x A into B(H).

Now/ let Vs be a positive definite operator-valued function defined on
G whose range is in B(H) then we can construct the unitary representation
(US) G(x)vH) of G as in the preceding section.

Since Fs and Us are strongly continuous, for each x € L^G) the
operator- valued functions x(s)Vs and x(s)Us are Bochner integrable with

respect to the Haar measure ds. Denote their Bochner integrals I x(s]Vsds~

and \x(s)Usds byVx and Ux which are acting on the Hubert spaces H and

G®VH respectively. Then j ί Vx ||| , j ',£/«, [] ^M\ #α where [| α denotes the L]-
norm and M is a constant. Taking the bounded transformation T from H
into G®VH as in Theorem 1 such that Tξ = e x ξ} then (Ux, G®rH) is a
bounded *-respresentation of Ll(G) and satisfies T*UκT = Vx for all x € Ll(G).
In fact, since (Us, GQVH} is a strongly continuous unitary representation
of G, the first part is clear. The second part follows from the fact that

<Ux(e x ?), e x η> = ΓΛ:(S)<S x ?, β x ^>^5 = /

Now, it is clear that F^ is a positive definite operator-valued function on

Ll(G\ With respect to the Vx, we can construct a Hubert space Ll(G)®vH'
in our sense (§1) which is the same as the Hubert space constructed by
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Stinespring as algebraic tensor product between a C*-algebra and a Hubert
space with respect to a positive definite operator-valued function [10]. 3)

Put x* ξ = Ux(e x ξ ) = / x(s) (s x ξ)ds (in the sense of Bochner integral),which

belongs to G®VH< then the set U(G}*H = {x+ξ; x € Ll(G\ ξ € H} is a
subspace of G®vH.

For any finite subsets -{X,}, {jŷ .} of Ll(G) and -Cfj}, {̂ .} of H} we have

<2**f* 2 •

<s xξj}ex η,>ds = 2, f

> x

Hence the mapping φ : 2 f̂ j-+Σxj x ζj is a unitary transformation from
L\G}*H to L1(G)®VH. Using the approximate identity {ea} in Ll(G) corres-
ponding to a complete system of neighborhoods of the unit e of G and by
the definition of the inner product <-,-> in G®vH,{es

a x ξj converges to
s x ξ, and this implies that Ll(G]*H is dense in G(x)vH. 4) Therefore, we
obtain that the Hubert spaces G(χ)vH and L\G)®vH are isomorphίc by an
isomorphism φ which maps the element x*ξ of G®VH to the element x x ξ in

In the above, we have seen that there can be defined a positive

definiteo perator- valued linear f unction Vx on Ll(G) for a given positive definite
operator- valued function Vs on G. We can also show the converse case.

THEOREM 2. If a positive definite operator-valued bounded linear function
Wx on Ll(G) into B(H) is given, then there exists a unique strongly continuous
positive definite operator-valued function Vs on G into B(H) such that

(6) Wx =- fx(s)Vsds for all x € U(G]

where the integral is in the sense of Bochner.

LEMMA 2. 1. There exists a function f(ξ, s) defined for ξ € H and s € G
and ivith range in Ll(G)"x)wH such that, for each fixed s ζG, f(ξ, s) is a
bounded linear transformation from H into Ll(G)®wHt and for each fixed
ξ € H, f(ξ, s) is strongly continuous on G, and moreover <f(ξ} s)} f(η, t)> =
<f(ξ, e), f(η, s'lt)> for any ξ}η^H and s, t € G.

PROOF. For each ξ 6 H, put σξ(x) = (Wxξ,ξ), then σξ(x) is a bounded
linear functional on Ll(G) such that σ$(x*x) > 0 for all x € L\G\ Hence
there exists a continuous positive definite function φ£s) on G such that

3) The material of the present paper is obtained independently to W. F. Stinespring
£10]. The author is awared Stinespring's paper when he visits the Tόhoku University
in the summer. Stinespring calls completely positive instead of positive definite.

4) We denote the function x(s~lt) of t by
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σξ(x) = / X(s)φξ(s)ds.

*l
For the approximate identity {ea},

Therefore

eβ) -> 0

and the strong limit of ^ x ξ exists in L1(G)^)WH. Denote it byf(ξ , s). For
any finite set ξ} ^ H and any s € G, we have

(7) /( 2 f * 5) - limα e
 s« x 2 f/ = Hm.

= 2lim (^x^)
while,

<Pt(s) = lim» ies* eΛ(t)φ^t)dt = lim«σf(^* β«) = Km

- limβ<^ x f, " x >
(8) <f(ξ, s), f(η, t)> = lim<β; x f , 4 x

= lim<^ x f, ώ-lί x ?;> = <f(ξ,e), f(η, s^

The strong continuity of f(ξ, s) (for fixed ξ € //) follows easily from the
above fact and the construction of it. Since for any ξ € H and s^G,

(9) \f(ξ, s) ϋ » = |!/(f , <?) ;| * = lim* ' *, x M * = limΛ<f , WVβf > S M|! f ||a,

for fixed s ^ G, f(ξ, s) is a bounded linear transformation from H into
, where M is a constant such that j Wx |ίι S Λf ]| # ||ι for all # € ^(G)

PROOF OF THEOREM 2. By the above Lemma, for any ξ, η ̂  H and

I <f(ξ, s), f(η, e)> I ̂  [|/(f , e) ] ί!/(^7, g) : ; S M ί ί f K || η

Hence, there exists a bounded linear operator Vs on 77 (depending on s 6 G)
such that <f(ξ,s), f(η,e)> = <F6 |

:

ί ^7> by Lemma 2.1, F5 is a strongly
continuous positive definite B (/Γ -valued function on G. Moreover, for

) = x(s)φt:(s)ds = x:s)<Aξ, s\ f(ξ, e)>ds - x(s) (Vsξ,ξ)ds

and for any ξ, η <Ξ 77; (Waξ,η)= j * x(s)(Vsξ,η)ds. Since ΛΓ(S) F, is Bochner

integrable, the Bochner integral I Λ(s)Fsίfs exists and equals to Wx. The

uniqueness of Vs is obvious by (6).

COROLLARY. -£#£ Fs and Wx be positive definite operator-valued functions
in Theorem 2. Then Ve = 1 if and only if I ]:WX ] j ̂  ί Λ: ! L «wfi? ^/^^ ^^Λ^ closure
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of iW* -, ]! x\ \ ̂  1} {Wx x € L\G)} contains 1.
PROOF. "If" part: Using the notation in the proof of Theorem 2, taking

a directed set {Xy}c:Ll(G), |, XΊ |τ <: I, such that Wxy converges weakly to 1,
we have

[ ξ i|* = Urn \(Wxyξ, ξ) I = lim| fxy(s)φξ(s)ds\
J

« <f(ξ,e\f(ξ,e)> = |!/(f,*)ίla ( S U f l i * fty (9))
and hence |j ξ \ = ||/(f , 0) [| for all £ € H. Therefore for all ξ,

(ξ, i) = Off, β), f(η, e)> = (f , Fe?7),
that is, Fe = 1.

Conversely, if Vβ = 1, we have, for any ξ € H,

(Weaξ, ξ) = jeΛ(s)(Vsξ,ξ)ds -+ (Veξ,ξ) = (f,f).

Since by (6)Waj ^ 1 ; ΛΓi ί l holds we complete the proof.
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